TOLLCHECKER

FLEXIBLE FREE-FLOW
TOLLING SOLUTIONS
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FROM THE ROAD TO
THE BACK OFFICE
“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
This is especially true when designing a tolling system. VITRONIC tolling solutions minimize this
complexity by offering a complete vehicle identification system: TOLLCHECKER.

End-to-End Vehicle Identification
TOLLCHECKER is a state-of-the-art tolling platform consisting of hardware and software modules.
Each module delivers a key functionality to getting information on vehicles from the roadside to the back
office: vehicle detection, vehicle identification, vehicle classification, vehicle passage documentation
and system operation. These modules are combined to create end-to-end, customized solutions that
allow high-performance identification of vehicles and tracking of their journey throughout the tolling
network. VITRONIC also supports toll operators with system design and commissioning making it a
single point of contact for the design, construction and maintenance of a tolling system.
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Full Configurability
To tailor the optimal configuration for a tolling system, the TOLLCHECKER platform offers a range of
high-performance components: cameras for overview pictures, video sequences and automated
number plate recognition (ANPR), sensors for tracking and classification, as well as vehicle
communication according to DSRC and RFID standards.
A flexible system design accommodates a wide range of road topologies and tolling concepts,
including hybrid tag/video tolling and video only tolling in front and rear configurations. All sensor
technology is non-invasive.

Designed from Experience
VITRONIC was the first company to integrate all roadside equipment required for multi-lane
free-flow tolling on a single gantry. This idea of delivering the highest degree of performance with
pioneering lean physical infrastructure has been the guiding principle ever since.

Future Proof
Tolling concessionaires typically operate over several decades – much longer than the average
technology cycle. The TOLLCHECKER platform secures investments by allowing new functions and
features to be added progressively to existing infrastructure and with long term product support.
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ONE PLATFORM, A RANGE
OF APPLICATIONS
Originally developed for high speed free-flowing traffic, TOLLCHECKER vehicle identification systems
minimize revenue leakage through industry leading performance and accuracy. The modular build
of the platform allows this performance to be transferred to a wide range of customized free-flow
applications: from urban video tolling to satellite based schemes. TOLLCHECKER components can
be mounted on a variety of structures including: gantries, cantilevers and roadside housings.
Semi-stationary and mobile deployment is also possible, for example to temporarily tighten or modify
an existing tolling network. Vehicle to infrastructure communication can be implemented in line with
customer requirements and international standards.
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Highways and National Roads
TOLLCHECKER offers optimal solutions
for multi-lane free-flow tolling.
Any number of lanes in either direction
can be covered with a single gantry.
The high performance detection and
identification technology allows exact
toll calculation and enforcement even
at high speeds, large traffic volumes
and difficult traffic situations such as
lane changes. All common technology
standards for communicating with
on-board units, such as DSRC and
RFID, are supported.

SMART
PRODUCT DESIGN

Urban Road Networks
TOLLCHECKER solutions meet all
requirements necessary for tolling
urban road networks. Flexible
deployment and robust ANPR units
enable charging rings and zones to
be set up unobtrusively and
cost-effectively without impacting
traffic flow. The system works
independently of the chosen tolling type,
and supports back office processes as
well as tags and other on-board units.

Auditing
The flexilibity of TOLLCHECKER makes
it ideal for auditing purposes. The
system can be temporarily deployed to
independently determine key performance
indicators of existing systems, for example
capture rates or the number of correct
classifications. When planning new toll
systems, TOLLCHECKER provides
authoritative data on traffic volumes and
vehicle classes on sections of road.

TOLLCHECKER is designed for maximum configuration
flexibility while at the same time minimizing the resources
needed to install and operate the road-side infrastructure.

Unrivaled Reliability
Designed to exceptional quality standards, TOLLCHECKER
is made in Germany and built for a long operational life with
excellent availability. Its innovative product design minimizes
size, weight, energy consumption and also reduces the visual
and environmental impact of the system.

Plug-and-Play Installation
TOLLCHECKER roadside components are designed for rapid
and easy installation with individual components and mounting
mechanisms designed with a plug-and-play approach:
simple, easy to connect and with an automatic configuration
mechanism. This significantly reduces installation times.

Streamlined Operation
TOLLCHECKER components can easily be replaced at
the roadside while the system is operating. This subsystem
modularity eliminates system downtime if a component
requires maintenance or needs to be exchanged.

Built-in Maintenance Efficiency
TOLLCHECKER components can be quickly replaced.
An automatic configuration mechanism brings the
replaced component online again automatically within
the shortest possible time.
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COMPREHENSIVE
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
The heart of every electronic toll collection system is the
operation center. TOLLCHECKER supports effective back
office operations with a powerful system software suite.
A graphical user interface gives intuitive access to information
including the system status and vehicle passage reports.
It also allows remote configuration of sensors. Integration of
system data into third party software systems is facilitated
by standard interfaces.

Operation
All vehicle passage reports are stored in a database and made
available for manual review – if required. TOLLCHECKER
passage reports include all available sensor information,
overview and detailed images of the vehicle and its license
plate. Metadata, such as time, location, vehicle class, and
license plate number is also avaiable. Passage reports can
be filtered and searched using a range of criteria.

Monitoring
At a glance, the system monitoring view gives real-time
status information for individual components. More detailed
information can be accessed if necessary. Thresholds can
be freely configured and alerts forwarded via all network
protocols.

Configuration
The TOLLCHECKER system software has a range of remote
configuration options, reducing the need to dispatch field
service teams. Individual sensors can be recalibrated and
remotely enabled/disabled. Lanes can be added, closed
or the width adjusted to accommodate changes to traffic,
for example in case of construction work. The entire road
topology is configured using an interactive graphical
representation of the road section.
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Service
Throughout the operational life of the tolling
system, VITRONIC offers a range of remote
and on-site maintenance options including:

» Preventive maintenance
» Corrective maintenance
» Supervision and performance
monitoring
» Training and qualification

SERVICE AND
MAINTENANCE
In order to maintain a constant revenue stream, installed
systems need to operate 24/7. VITRONIC supports
TOLLCHECKER customers by offering comprehensive
service, maintenance and software support. VITRONIC’s
service is organized in line with international best practice.
In addition to operational support, VITRONIC offers its
extensive experience in tolling system design from planning
phase to system commissioning and roll-out.

Commissioning and Roll-out

Technical Expertise

Training

Effective roadside infrastructure, optimal sensor
arrangement and integration into third party systems –
VITRONIC assists road operators and integrators in the
pre-commissioning phase of a tolling project. To optimize
system design the VITRONIC engineering team will work
closely with customer specialists in the pre-engineering
phase, providing experience and streamlining operations
prior to commissioning at the roadside.

VITRONIC also assists TOLLCHECKER customers in
building their own service organisation through a range of
established training sessions. The training programs range
from roll-out and commissioning to remote and on-site
maintenance. These service processes ensure the efficient
and effective operation of VITRONIC’s systems.

VITRONIC’s commissioning and roll-out service
encompasses the complete technical delivery
beginning with project planning and logistical
support and continuing to the calibration and
alignment of individual sites. Commissioning is
planned and comprehensively documented in close
collaboration with the customer.
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VITRONIC
WORLDWIDE

America:
» USA
- Atlanta, GA
- Philadelphia, PA
- Louisville, KY

VITRONIC is a global leader in the field of industrial machine
vision headquartered in Wiesbaden, Germany. Since its
foundation in 1984, the privately owned company has been
offering highly innovative solutions in industrial automation,
logistics automation and traffic technology. Today, VITRONIC
supports customers in over 60 countries via a global network
of s ubsidiaries, service centers and partner companies.

Asia:
» China – Shanghai
» Malaysia – Penang
» United Arab Emirates – Dubai

sales.cn@vitronic.com
sales.my@vitronic.com
sales.ae@vitronic.com

Australia:
» Australia – Melbourne

sales.au@vitronic.com

All of the companies’ products are developed, designed
and manufactured by VITRONIC in Germany. They range
from standardized to fully customized solutions.

Europe:
» Germany
- Wiesbaden [headquarters]
- Berlin/Potsdam
- Wismar (VETRO GmbH)
» France – Lyon
» Poland – Kędzierzyn-Koźle
» United Kingdom – Birmingham

Feel free to contact us – we look forward to hearing about
your projects.
Full contact details and further information are
available at www.vitronic.com

VITRONIC Dr.-Ing. Stein
Bildverarbeitungssysteme GmbH
Hasengartenstr. 14
65189 Wiesbaden, Germany

Phone +49 611 7152 0
Fax +49 611 7152 133
www.vitronic.com
sales@vitronic.com

sales.us@vitronic.com

sales@vitronic.com

info@vetro-gmbh.de
sales.fr@vitronic.com
sales.pl@vitronic.com
sales.uk@vitronic.com

